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Andro-Mod » Games » Action » Havve Special Forces (MOD, Unlimited Money) in 3029, the earth's core was damaged due to over-development, the UN invention gaia engine needs a lot of energy to maintain the balance of the world, because gaia engines need a lot of energy, so you need to go to
other planets to get energy from space, but mine Z has lost contact with the earth, attacking the planet Z an alien zerg. The ESF has been ordered to planet Z to search for survivors and destroy invaders. Special use Special Duty Forces of ESF (full name Havve Special Forces) are modified to deal with
all kinds of bodies in extreme situations. * Unity engine offers a brand new 3D combat mode. * With multilingual versions, it can meet the demands of players in different regions. * Improved combat skills make the system stronger. * The combat system is further developed and the motion mix is soft. *
More types of Weapons missions give you more options. *Optimized performance brings players a better manipulative experience. * Description of various powerful Bosses m : Havmac Special Forces - cool isometric action game where players travel far into the future. To maintain normal living
conditions, Earth needs a special resource extracted on other planets. And one of these mines was attacked by alien organisms. The main character, a Special Forces soldier modified and developed by various devices, was sent there to clarify the conditions and provide conditions in which the
development of useful minerals can continue. Fights are waiting for players in a dark and scary environment, working complexes, developing skills and weapons, and much more science fiction and high dynamics will be like any expert. Features : * Unity Engine offers a brand new 3D combat mode. * With
multilingual versions, it can meet the needs of players in different regions. * Improved combat makes the system stronger. * The combat system is further developed and the motion mix is smoother. * More types of weapons also give you more options in missions. * Optimized performance gives players a
better manipulation experience. * Different powerful bosses make tasks more difficult. Click the Download Green button below, wait 5 seconds and click on the ski slope in the upper right corner and the file will be downloaded automatically. Sometimes the file is on another website, just click on the
download and the file will be downloaded. Click this link for more information . Size: 70.88 MB Version: 1.4 Updated for Android: August 19, 2019 HacksUnlimited Coins Unlimited Stones Unlimited EXP Unlimited Energy No Skill Cooldown Fast lvl Home Special Forces Mod Apk V1.4 (Hacks)
Features:HexUnlimited CoinsUnlimited gemsUnlimited TerminationUnlimited. EnergyNo skill downGet up fastIn 3029, main damaged by the over-development of the earth. The unmanned Gaia engine maintains the balance of the Earth, since the Gaia engine requires a lot of energy, so you need to
provide energy to other aircraft from space, but planet Z in the mine has been attacked by alien fighters and is losing contact with Earth. The ESF has been instructed to search the jade planet for survivors and destroy the invaders. ESF (full name Havve Special Forces) is a special task force that deals
with all kinds of improved bodies in extreme cases. * Integration engine provides 3D brand. Fighting mode. * With multilingual versions, it can meet the needs of players in different fields. * Make good fighting skills stronger. The combat system has been improved and the movements are easier to mix. * I
prefer the option of other types of weapons. Optimized performance gives players a better manipulation experience. * Different powerful bosses make tasks more difficult. * Great landscapes provide a better visual experience. * More bosses are waiting to challenge. * There are different types of weapons.
Available, giving a variety of combat experiences. If you are looking for the best Action app/game, then Home Special Forces Mod Apk 1.4 [Unlimited money] is the ultimate app/game for you. Home Special Forces Mod Apk 1.4 [Unlimited money] is the latest version of APK 1.4. Free downloads and
installations are available for all Android devices that support version 4.1 and later. To install it easily and run Home Special Forces Mod Apk 1.4 [Unlimited money] on Android phones, you need 70.88 MB of free disk space. Users can easily access apk by clicking on the download button mentioned in this
article. Upload all free Android APK files with one click and it will be updated forever. Once APKInk is installed, you don't have to worry anymore. We do additional security tests to make sure that all apps are virus tested and that your Android device is always safe. Havak Special Forces Mode Apk: Allow
Text Other: PowerManager allows the processor to keep sleep or screen dark using WakeLocks. Enables applications to open network sockets. Allows applications to access information about networks. Allows apps to access information about Wi-Fi networks. STORAGE: Allows an application to be
written to external storage. Allows an application to read from external storage. PHONE: Allows the device to access only the phone status, including the phone number, current cellular network information, status of ongoing calls, and a list of all Phone Accounts registered on the device. Allow
CHECK_LICENSE WAKE_LOCK WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE INVOICEInternet ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE READ_PHONE_STATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Version Code 7 Size 70.9MB Version 1.4 Ima Feature uses other.#The application 802.11 network (Wi-Fi)
on device.#: Feature uses Wi-Fi hardware features: The app uses 802.11 network (Wi-Fi) features on the device. Feature Not Touch Screen uses hardware features: The app uses the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) phone radio system. The app uses the device's basic two-point multitouch features, such as compression gestures, but the app does not need to monitor touches independently. This is a superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen feature. The app uses the device's advanced multi-touch features to independently monitor two or more points. This feature is a superset of
android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch. HacksUnlimited Coins Unlimited Gems Unlimited EXP Unlimited Energy No Skill Cooldown Fast lvl Until Home Special Forces - cool isometric action that players will go into the distant future. To maintain normal living conditions, Earth needs a special resource
extracted on other planets. And one of these mines was attacked by alien organisms. Developed by the main character, modified and various gadgets spetsnaz, it was sent there to clarify the conditions and ensure that the production of minerals can be continued. Before players waiting for dark and scary
scene battle, complexes work, skill and weapons development, and much more that will please any expert in fiction and high dynamics. Download fromeGoogle Play Request an update: APK MOD COMPUTER Game Name: Home Special Forces VERSION: 1.4 Name Cheat/Mod/Hack (credit:
wendgames): 1.1 hit 2.1 hit 2.gold drop 3.High exp drop Home Special Forces MOD APK 1.4 (Mega Mode) Manual Steps: 1. Install MOD Download Now Wendgames offers quality cheats, mod mod versions are your favorite Android games (only the most advanced and exclusive androids). You can
download a lot of special mode apx for the most popular Android games for Android. The main focus is to develop safe modes by analyzing game security to offer the safest modes possible. Since 2013, we have been here to stay, providing quality mods and growing every day since. We are very helpful
and friendly and this makes this site a very nice place for android lovers, with free and very fast downloads. App market for 100% working mods. Great mode is accelerated to download files. What is HappyMod? How's that work? Soil Protection Team: Third Person Shooting Game (E... Legendary 3D
Heroes Battle v12.0.0 [MOD].apk - ... Ultimate Rescue v3.0.0 [MOD].apk - Unlimited (Mone... Clawmon - Grab and collect cute Pet v0.3.0 [MOD].a... Paladin v006 [MOD].apk - Unlimited (Money)School Girl: Dungeon RPG v1.02 [MOD].apk - Unlimited ... Defense Warrior: Castle Battle Offline v1.0.2 [MOD
... Block City Battles: Pixel Shooter with Battle Royale ...
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